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VC100DE-HDMI-4K - 1 channel HDMI 4K video
capture
Brand: Magewell
Product Code: xi100DE-HDMI-4K
Availability: In Stock

Price: 395.00 GBP

Short Description
The latest HDMI 4K video capture card Capture 1 4K x 2K ultra HD signals

Description

VC100DE-HDMI-4K Ultra-HD Video Capture of up tp 4K x 2K
Capture Video up to 4096x2160 @ 30fps

The VC100DE-HDMI-4K supports the latest HDMI 1.4a standard and 4K ultra-HD resolution.

4K is a new resolution standard of digital movie and digital contents. The lateral resolution is

400 pixels. 4K can display ten millions pixels at least. The dedicate degree is 4 times than HD.

At such resolution, the audience can see every detail or close-up of the image clearly. With the

bright color and clear words, 4K TV will definitely become the trend of the future TV.

HDMI 1.4a standard and supports 4096x2160@30fp<span< a=""> style="text-decoration: underline;">s 8-bit, video sampling: 297MHz.

PCI-Express x4, Half length,700MB/s transmission bandwidth ensures high video capture rates, yet another powerful video capture card for the most demanding applications.

Video capture/display application is included with the AV Streaming driver which is compatible with various 3rd-

party audio and video capture software based on DirectShow and DirectSound.

Multi-card support, Support for Windows, XP, Vista, 7, 8, Server 2003, Server 2008 & R2, SDK for C++

programming included.

3D HDMI

3D TV is becoming very popular by consumers. With the 3D technology improving and its

prices going down, the sales volume of 3D TV keeps growng and it has become the standard

configuration of mainstream high end. VC100DE-HDMI-4K supports the latest HDMI 1.4a

standard and 3D formats which can contribute to stereopsis products. You can enjoy the 3D

experience at your home.
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